
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consider Your Home’s Overall Colour When Choosing a Colour for Your Front Door. 

Whatever colour you end up choosing for your front door, you’ll want to be sure it won’t clash or 
detract from the overall colour of your home’s exterior.  

Here are a few colour combinations to start you off:  
• Green shades look particularly good against terracotta (brick) and grey exteriors.  

• Purple shades look great against a grey home, and you can adjust the intensity to harmonize with your home’s colour.  

• Few things are as welcoming to visitors as a bright yellow front door. However, yellow can often be intense, it tends to 
work best with a somewhat muted background, like soft blue, white, or grey. Bear in mind that there are many shades 
of yellow you can choose, from soft lemony shades to something as bright as the sunshine itself! Again, this is where 
your preference for softness and harmony or boldness and contrast come into play. Trust your gut!  

• Orange can be tricky to get right, even for a front door. A bold orange looks super with a cool grey exterior. An orange 
door can also look fabulous on a blue home since blue is its opposite on the colour wheel. However, to keep things 
from looking too intense, adjust boldness in accordance with the shade of blue that’s on your home’s exterior. For 
instance, if your home is a deep, intense blue, tone down the orange you use for your door, and vice-versa. Seeing as 
though orange is a warm colour, it may compliment the look if the siding is also a warm colour, such as tan. The 
siding in this case will make even a bright orange door look less intense.  

• Red doors don’t necessarily need to be the brightest hue to make a statement. For example, a white or off-white house 
with black trim looks truly elegant with a deep red front door. In fact, a white house with black trim can handle nearly 
any colour you choose to paint your front door! On the other hand, if your home’s exterior is deep grey, a bright red 
door will compliment it beautifully! (Bright red will also work on a lighter grey home.) Feel free to read our post on why 
you should paint your front door red.  

• Purple’s opposite on the colour wheel is yellow, so evidently a purple front door can work well on a yellow house. 
Remember the rule about keeping one colour muted, though and if your home’s exterior is bright yellow, tone down the 
purple you choose for the door. A brighter purple front door can look quite regal against a neutral background, though.  

• Intense shades of blue aren’t often used on the exterior of a home, but when muted a bit, can be quite striking. 
Consider a softer tone of blue paired with a brick house and you will achieve an outstanding effect! 

Use the charts on the following pages to choose a colour that best matches your current cladding and frame. 



What colour should I choose for my front door? 

          

If your cladding is White: 

 

 

If your cladding is Grey: 

 

 

If your cladding is Brick: 

 



 

       

If your cladding is Natural: 

 

 

If your cladding is Beige: 

 

 

If your cladding is Dark Brown: 

 



 


